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Is Education really the KEY?

How many times have you heard this statement, Education is the key? Have you ever asked 
yourself these questions? Which education? At which level of education will you obtain the 
key? To open which door in life because there are plenty? 

This statement has misled lot of Africans. Africans will always send their kids to school 
telling them education is the key, but the truth is, they do not even have the keys themselves. 
Africa is the only Continent that you will find Graduates, Dr’s (PhD) yet still looking for the 
key. Africans will grow older, studying till death yet still looking for the key. You end up 
wondering, what kind of the key they are looking for. 

Africa is the only continent you will find most stupid fluent English speaking people. 
Africans can speak fluent English to the extent that you might doubt them if they are really 
Africans. But the truth is, they have been deliberately misled, taught that if you speak 
English, English will take you places and it will open doors for you and this is absolutely 
nonsense. Even today they still believe good speaking English is the key to life. And this is 
absolutely rubbish.

Even though Africans speaks English so well more than other continents, Africans Remain 
Poor and it is so sad when hungry person speaks fluent English borrowing food from 
someone who is rich yet speaking broken English. Africans will never learn and they will 
keep obtaining wrong keys through their so called education. Most uneducated Africans are 
making a lot of money, employing educated people. In this case, who got the key?

Asian is one of the continent Africans should learn from. They do not care about good 
English speaking; they care about the key that opens wealth. How many Chinese people 
around the world, making lot of money, but know only one English word, hello? 

 With their broken English, they are busy sucking wealth from Africa were English is born. 
South Koreans still behind when it comes to English and but their economy is growing 
aggressively like Ranger going up the hill. Even Europeans does not even care about fluent 
English as long they are making money. In order for Africans to elect their leaders they look 
for someone who can speak English so well so that s/he maybe able to borrow money from 
wealth countries such as China. Not knowing that they do not even speak English but the 
only language they know is money. 

This is now the time Africans seek right keys not wrong. Africans are disgrace to the world. 
They claim that they are educated but there are no fruits of education. Maybe this is now the 
time Africans change their education system
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